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You better answer me memes

Did you know that the latest internet meem was Hadouken and Vadering? Yes, I do either. Hadouken is a place where people take pictures of themselves fighting in the air and Vadering is where people pretend to use force and suffocate darth vader style people. I have to admit, it's damn funny. It seems that the hadouken mem was started by Japanese girls. It seems that every
day or week there is a new topic that takes over the Internet. The only problem is that I usually don't know about it. Maybe it's because I work from home, which means there's less interaction with people and that's why you can't hear Hey, have you seen this Harlem Shake movie? If you're like me and not on top of your internet memes as it apparently should be, then here are
some ways you can stay on top of the madness, so the next time someone ask if you've seen or heard of XYZ, you might feel good that you're in know too. Plus, it's a lot of fun going through all the internet memes if you're bored and want to have fun. There are so many of them that you couldn't hear about everyone. KnowYourMeme.com this site is like the Britannica
Encyclopedia for internet memes. I mean it's really funny how detailed and insidative it is. Many sites just say what the mem is with a link to a video or photo, etc., but this site comes out with in-depth articles about each mem: summary, meem origin, how to spread, examples, links to interviews of people involved in the meem, meem derivatives, and much more. What's great about
it is the links to all the external references, so you know they're not just doing these things. For example, just check out the site's ridiculously photogenic Guy meme: After reading this entire page, you'll learn almost everything you can to know about this meme. You can also view images of only memes or video-only memes, and if you really want to get to it, you can go to the forum
and talk about memes with hundreds of other people. Wikipedia Wikipedia is also a great way to learn about internet memes. When I'm really bored, I visit the wikipedia web memes category page and browse hundreds of internet memes listed there. Of course, this list is always updated by someone, so it never came down. Internet_memes Other Good is the Phenomenon
website, which lists the most popular viral videos, images, jokes, slogans and more. Google News Another place I go to read about the latest web memes is Google News. Just search for the latest internet memes, and then click the Add section on my Google News home page. That's how I learned about Vadering and Hadouken! If you want to know what your children are
hysterically while on their phones, you can look a little bit colder, having an idea of what's going on. Enjoy! Gza Blint Ujvrosi/Getty Images Is Monday a favorite day of the week? These Monday memes seem to suggest that Monday is not only the worst day of the week, but will probably be the day the world ends. Although we are not sure that anyone will notice, because it would
happen on Monday. Mondays seem to always make you want it to be Tuesday and keep dreaming about Friday. Before you get the impression that Monday is always quite good, remember that it is a Monday that sells the traditional beginning of summer. American football is played on Monday evenings, and Dingus Monday is celebrated with the polka festival. While Monday can
be denigrated mainly by the working audience on the day of the start of the work week, it is also a day that is associated with holidays and a three-day weekend. So, Mondays have a good and bad side, which makes it an obvious topic for memes. You are either on Mondays or you are against them. This seems to be the main problem for Monday memes, and the boy can make
memes play by representing these opposites. Monday memes are about extremes, how much you don't like Mondays, or how much you love Mondays at the beginning of a new week. No matter which side you go on, there's a Monday mem for you. Monday memes are about your passion for the day or lack of joy for another week about to begin. Looking through monday's
popular memes, we'd say Monday as a scary day is a more prevalent form of memes, but we've also found plenty of memes showing up there as of the day. Monday memes are used to let others know what your position is on Monday, you prefer to stay in bed and hide from the day, or get up and go to see what the day will bring. Want to learn more about Monday memes and
then read on to see the top ten Memes Monday we can find. Don't like our choices? You can create your own memes with one of these 10 popular memes generator tools. It is so difficult to resist a hot cup of steamed coffee. This is especially true monday morning. Maybe if you pretend it's not Monday as this minion is, it will go away! Who ordered a Monday cup of coffee to get
them all day? Is it you? Because here it is. These children's faces can represent your mood about any day of the week. Well, they do? Coming from a dog that raspberry is unique. Who did the same thing once or twice when Monday fell over? Hi, Corgi! We feel better after seeing this Corgi me. You 're? Minions are eager to take over the world every day of the week. But there's
something special about it on Monday. Who came up when it was Monday again? This cute little fluffer does. Time is relative, and when it revolves around you experience time slows down to crawl, just like on Mercury. Grumpy Cat is always grumpy, but she's very grumpy on Monday, and that's because you're grumpy, and sharing, and she doesn't like people who From dancing
kids to funny cats and political photoshops, memes spread far and wide. They make us laugh, think and meet. But what are memes? Evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins, known for his popular books on science and atheism, coined the term in his 1976 book Selfish Gene. The word itself is a combination of the gene and the Greek word imitation, and claimed that culture was a
means of transmission. Decades later, we are awash with funny and influential memes thanks to internet culture. The BBC recently wrote about how memes are crucial in our daily lives, carrying news, ideas and humor in one clever little package. Memes can help us relax on serious topics. They also spread like jokes to give us a humorous point of view. Iconic memes stars
usually get the role unexpectedly and, like the world-famous Grumpy Cat, can capture our hearts. Yuri_Arcurs/Getty Images After adult entertainment, cat photos and videos are the most popular content on the web. No wonder, then, that memes about cats are so popular that some entrepreneurs make good trade in live ones in them. These memes have evolved into picture-a-
day books and calendars, where cats provide commentary on their lives that we can all relate to. A Sonsedska/Getty Images CGI or computer graphic demo called a dancing child may have been the first widely circulated meemu-style image. Short, silly or catchy clips followed, such as the one from video blogger Gary Brolsma lip-syncing and gesticulating in front of his computer to
romanian pop song Numa Numa. His production values were terrifying, but the experience caught on, and through the wonders of memes sharing, became world famous. Vlogging has become a very profitable YouTube business for artists of all ages. fizkes/Getty Images The text inscriwed in the iconic photos is their own category of memes. An overly attached girl has crazy eyes
and wears quotes in the style of leave the light so I can watch you sleep. Kid's success fists the pump while touting his triumphs, such as buying tickets to an online concert. Many of these random photos - Success Kid was just one of many photos his mother posted on the photo-sharing site - became as recognizable as the major brands. In the crossover, the world-famous
Grumpy Cat, featured in a number of grumpy topic memes, also appeared on packs of cat food friskies. Andrew Rich/Getty Images With captions, photoshop modifications and happy photography, memes have provided great political and social satire. One famous example is a picture of British Prime Minister Boris Johnson, almost looking right with US President Donald Trump,
with whom Queen Elizabeth speaks. The balloon with the Queen's signature reads I thought you were back in America. yuliang11/Getty Images Quoting Admiral Ackbar from Star Wars It's a trap! is a popular comment on on social media. It can be used, for example, as a funny answer when someone announces their plans Personally. Characters from movies, TV and comics can
appear in comment streams to make a point more graphically and humorously than the words themselves. Albert L. Ortega / Getty ImagesCute, or kawaii in Japanese, cartoon creatures and emoji characters from Japanese pop culture are popular memes. Hello Kitty is one of the most famous, along with Chococat and other related photos. Pusheen is a chubby grey kitten who
engages in everything from sleeping to eating, delivering meem-style comments like the answer to What are you doing? in the messenger app - Pusheen eating pizza says it all. Even poop emoticons have become a popular online and offline mem. Poop emoji hats, T-shirts and even night light are available. Artrise/Getty Images Even daily photos can become memes when they
accurately express a shared experience. An image that says a thousand words can now be used in emails and messages to share feelings of joy, despair, loneliness and excitement without words. When these photos are used as memes, they carry a special clarity of message because everyone knows what the image of a lonely guy means. The same applies especially to a
touching photo of a sports or children's expression of happiness - the aforementioned Success Kid is a perfect example of this, even without signatures. RobHowarth/Getty Images Memes are doing for free what companies spend millions trying to achieve: getting out the news. Not surprisingly, Friskies hired Grumpy Cat as his spokesperson, and Success Kid appeared on Virgin
Media billboards to announce that his parents were getting HD channels at no extra cost. Dos Equis created an advertising concept with jonathan goldsmith's signature as The Most Interesting Man in the World. Presented in a signature-meme form, it took off online with hundreds if not thousands of parodies, such as I don't always listen to the Rolling Stones, but when I do it my
neighbors do it. Brian Jackson/Getty Images Memes are not just entertainment. As Richard Dawkins noted, they have ideas and opinions in a contagious form that quickly spreads from person to person. Social networks provide even faster speeds than email. While most memes are humorous, the mem is a vehicle for many other possibilities. PeopleImages/Getty Images
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